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21 years later – an overview
A 21st birthday is always a reason to celebrate - and as Food & Trees for
Africa looks back at the past 21 years, there is a great sense of coming of age,
that the message and work of FTFA is better understood and more meaningful
than ever before.
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Twenty one years ago, the concept and consequences of climate change were not universally acknowledged. The term
‘social enterprise’ was not coined – and the multiple benefits of permaculture methods and urban forestry were known
to relatively few in South Africa.
Today, the forward thinking of FTFA has put it in the vanguard of social enterprise organisations – and not just in South
Africa. FTFA has won a number of international awards over the years including three United Nations Awards, the most
recent being the UN supported SEED award for Environmental Entrepreneurship in Sustainable Development. We were
also honoured to be one of five nominees for Africa’s Social Entrepreneurship Initiative of the Decade.
Our coming of age includes enthusiastically embracing 21st century technology. The use of social media is helping us
spread the message about climate change and sustainable development: FTFA’s mobi application mytrees.mobi, for
instance, lets people work out their carbon footprint on their cell phone, buy a tree – and even win prizes! Have a look,
too, at our inspiring videos on YouTube, produced with SEED winnings.
FTFA has much to celebrate. Help us celebrate our 21st birthday through buying a tree - after all, 2011 is also the
International Year of Forests.

“Let every individual and institution now think and act
as a responsible trustee of Earth, seeking choices
in ecology, economics and ethics that will provide a
sustainable future, eliminate pollution, poverty and
violence, awaken the wonder of life and foster peaceful
progress in the human adventure.”
— John McConnell, founder of International Earth Day

Contact us
The SEED Awards recognise inspiring social and environmental
entrepreneurs whose businesses can help meet sustainable
development challenges. By helping entrepreneurs to scale-up
their activities, the SEED Initiative, which is hosted by UNEP, aims
to boost local economies and tackle poverty, while promoting the
sustainable use of resources and ecosystems.
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Highlights and achievements
• FTFA was one of 30 winners world-wide of the UN supported SEED award.
• Bamboo for Africa and Trees for Homes have been registered have been registered and
accredited under the international Verified Carbon Standard, allowing all to trade carbon
through these programmes. Bamboo is an international first
Overview

• FTFA moves into eco-agribusiness by introducing communities to organic farming through
the new Farmer Eco Enterprise Development programme – FEED Africa, to be launched in October 2011

Highlights 2011

• FTFA has planted in excess of 4 million trees in the past 21 years; 118 126 were planted in the past year

Chairman’s report 2011

• The launch of the FTFA mobi campaign – mytrees.mobi – was a first in Africa. Simply SMS ‘trees’ to 34747
(at a cost of R1.50 per SMS) to calculate your carbon footprint

Programme report back
Food Gardens for Africa

• FTFA’s Founder Jeunesse Park was selected as one of 23 presenters worldwide for Al Gore’s 24 Hours of Reality and
Jeunesse now joins Gore’s Climate Reality Project to further climate change awareness and response

Bamboo for Africa

• The EduPlant programme is offering many more workshops – 300 will have been held by mid 2012. 2 600 schools have
participated this year to date

Trees for All

• FTFA is a proud contributor to the UNEP Billion Tree Campaign that has now reached 11 billion trees

Trees for Homes

EduPlant

FTFA and climate change
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• An exciting new partnership is with Slow Food, an Italian based global movement contributing to food sovereignty
and food security
• FTFA continues to grow and now has 27 full-time staff and an ever-increasing number of volunteers
• The comprehensive Growing Green book was produced from FTFA’s original three booklets

Our sponsors

• Two videos have been made, one about FTFA and the other about EduPlant

Thanking our volunteers

• 104 Arbor Month events took place in September 2011 with 16 683 trees planted

Our supporters

• Another record year of sponsorships;almost R19 milion was received

Governance

• FTFA placed second in the Dutch/South African Moola for Amanzi competition

Contact us

• Every programme now has its own logo, thanks to the ad agencies PieSt and OgilvyEarth
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Chairman’s Report
2011 – 21 years of Food & Trees for
sustainable development.
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FTFA has gained momentum year by year and remains a dynamic
organisation, always looking out for opportunities
that will enhance food security, sustainable development and greening. As
a leading social enterprise, FTFA continues
to embrace best practices in sustainable environmental activities that
empower poor communities. Underpinning all of FTFA’s activities are
education and the emphasis on reducing the carbon emissions that
threaten our planet.
In keeping with this positioning, FTFA has now received international
accreditation through the Verified Carbon Standard (VCS) for the Trees
for Homes and Bamboo for Africa programmes, the latter being an
international first. This facilitates verified, voluntary carbon offsets for
individuals and companies worldwide which we hope will bring more
development funding to South Africa, particularly as these programmes
also offer enterprise development and food security opportunities.
2011 also saw FTFA form an association with the global organisation Slow
Food, a movement aimed to counter the rise of fast food and encourage
communities to grow gardens with traditional or indigenous plants or
livestock. FTFA’s Joe Matimba and Jeunesse Park visited the headquarters
in Italy and returned ready to add value to FTFA’s permaculture
programmes.
It is also very pleasing to report that the footprint of EduPlant is expanding.
As part of FTFA’s commitment to search continuously for better and
effective delivery mechanisms of its programmes, some changes have
been effected to the EduPlant programme this year.
These ongoing initiatives are among the reasons, I am sure, that FTFA was
yet again selected as a winner of the 2011 UNEP SEED Award. The Award,
in recognising “inspiring social and environmental entrepreneurs”, also
provides practical assistance to similar organisations to help them scaleup their activities. In this respect, FTFA is privileged to have been afforded
the assistance of no less than the executive director of SEED, Dr Helen
Marquard, to develop a high end business plan.

We are very proud that founder and fundraiser Jeunesse Park was selected
as one of the 24 Hours of Reality presenters by former Vice President and
Nobel Laureate, Al Gore. This has linked FTFA to the international Climate
Reality Project and strengthens our commitment and reach in climate
change response issues. The Climate Change Leadership and Climate
Hero awards she founded, and for which FTFA manages carbon offsets,
are growing from strength to strength too.
Given this track record, it is not surprising that FTFA continues to receive
support from many partners and donors. Thank you for your confidence
in us and thank you for your generosity. I think you will see in this Annual
Review that your money is spent wisely and that throughout South Africa,
thousands of poorer communities are benefitting.
To the FTFA team, from the administrative staff, to project officers and
programme managers, I salute you for your untiring efforts. To FTFA
stalwart, Linda Saltz, who for so many years kept a firm hand on the
financial affairs, thank you for your contribution and enjoy your well-earned
retirement. Recognition and thanks are also due to General Manager
Annunzietta Moutembo and FTFA’s founder and visionary, Jeunesse Park.
To my fellow members of the FTFA Board – your wisdom and guidance is
much appreciated, thank you for your support.

May the next 21 years be as successful and
rewarding.

Murphy Morobe
Chairman
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Programme reports
Food Gardens for Africa
This programme has had a busy and successful year. It attracted sponsorship of some R1.8 million and
currently has 64 long-term and PSP (Permaculture Starter Pack) projects running. 34 projects were started
up during the year, while 14 PSPs were started and completed.
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Of previous initiatives, the PSP remains an important introductory step to identify those communities that will
persevere with their permaculture gardens. Those who do are encouraged to continue with their gardening
practices and to apply for further funding for higher PSP levels or for full three-year funding support, which is
essential for motivated food production projects to achieve sustainability.
Among sponsors who have recognised that longer-term support is the best model is the Embassy of the Kingdom
of the Netherlands. The Embassy has pledged support for 15 gardens at schools over a three-year period, with
such support extending to providing computers. Beretta, Mavambe, Vaaltyn and Konanani Primary Schools are but
a few who are excelling, with their food gardens a model in their communities.
Pioneer Foods has also provided invaluable support. The company sponsored 10 PSPs and is supporting two
longer term projects, Ratanang and Mofolofolo. The Ratanang project in Sovenga, Limpopo Province, initiated
only in June 2010, is now generating over R18 000 per month from the sale of fresh vegetables and has created
jobs for 28 previously unemployed community members. This ongoing support from Pioneer Foods has given this
community the resources to take its activities to the next level, with amazing results.

EduPlant
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In the words of FTFA Project
Manager Joe Matimba,
“Sustainable development is
not all about money, but also
about fulfilment and freedom
to contribute towards improved
quality of life for oneself and
others. Thanks go to Pioneer
Foods for their contribution to
sustainable development which
has ensured the success of the
Ratanang Project.”
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Thanks to longer term support from the Embassy of the Kingdom of
the Netherlands, schools such as Beretta Primary School have been
able to further develop their food gardens
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(continued)

Pretoria Portland Cement continues to support food security initiatives across South Africa. PPC shares
FTFA’s aim to create sustainable food growing solutions and has generously supported two long term
interventions at Tshwane Leadership Foundation in Pretoria and Mangwana Care Centre in Limpopo.
FTFA has also just received confirmation of support for yet another garden at the Kgologano project, where
workshops will begin in 2012.
These projects teach communities how to grow a range of vegetables, trees and herbs in a natural, earth
friendly way. The food is used to supplement feeding schemes and feed the project members.
What is also inspiring are the innovative ways that business raises funds to support worthy causes. The
Retail Charity Challenge, a Shell Select initiative, asked listeners of 5fm to SMS the name of their favourite
charity and so become eligible to enter a draw for a Hyundai i20. The winner nominated FTFA as her charity
of choice, resulting in FTFA receiving R7 684.46 from the SMS competition and an additional R100 000 from
Shell Select.
Shell also continued their support for the “Grow a Garden” project. This year 40 schools around the country
were assessed and of those, 20 were selected to receive a PSP 2 to help them start their food gardens.
In another initiative, FTFA is partnering with the Slow Food movement, a global grassroots organisation with
supporters in 150 countries. Its aim is to protect and promote foods that are grown and produced sustainably
by small farmers and producers, using traditional skills and methods, and encouraging them to use their
produce in local and indigenous dishes, made according to traditional methods. The movement has initiated
the “1000 Gardens in Africa” project and FTFA was selected to coordinate Slow Food, Terra Madre, support
for six provinces in South Africa. To this end, FTFA staff attended meetings in Italy and Kenya, networking
with the other countries taking part in this project.
Another highlight was when FTFA took second place in the “Moola for Amanzi” competition. Sponsored
by the Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, participants were asked to submit a business plan for
effective and efficient solutions to water and sanitation issues in South Africa.
The submission by FTFA and its partners was based on improving sanitation at Sincobile High School, a
rural school which does not have a regular water supply. The holistic permaculture approach obviously
attracted the judges and FTFA was delighted to receive 7 000 Euros in prize money: this will be spent
towards developing the Sincobile model at further schools.
For more about this inspiring Programme, have a look at our short video.

Food Gardens for Africa partners and sponsors
Behind every successful project is the generosity and support of sponsors.
Click here for the names of all who have provided support.

Members of Basadi Temong, a community
based organisation in Phutaditjaba, Free
State, have enthusiastically begun preparing
land for a food garden after receiving funding
from the Shell Retail Challenge
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Programme reports
Trees for Homes
Trees for Homes, a public greening initiative, contributes nationally in a visible way to more sustainable
settlements and enhanced environments. As with all FTFA programmes, it has added benefits - for many
companies and individuals, it is a creative way of offsetting their carbon footprint by purchasing trees and so
helping to address climate change. These offsets are now internationally recognised and registered by the
VCS, as noted by the Chairman in his report.
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It is 11 years since the Trees for Homes programme was first started: in that time more than ¾ million fruit
or indigenous trees have been planted, sinking a conservative 276 752.76 tons of CO2. 18 750 hectares of
urban forest in poor areas have been created and almost 8 000 unemployed people have been trained as
community educators. This year alone, over 108 000 trees have been distributed to communities around
South Africa, and there are calls for tens of thousands more.
The biggest contributor towards Trees for Homes in 2011 was the National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund
(NLDTF) which funded the distribution and planting of 45 000 trees and training and stipends for 638
community educators. 5 000 trees were distributed to disadvantaged communities in each province, uplifting
the lives of many, with 13 428 fruit trees contributing to food security across the country as well.
The increasing number of companies supporting the Programme remains, however, an integral part of its
ongoing effectiveness. Through their ongoing commitment to social upliftment and poverty alleviation, the
support of such companies is invaluable. Among these is Trudon, printers of some 7 million directories
annually: to offset this use of paper, Trudon sponsored 10 000 trees in 2011.
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Besides creating awareness
about global warming, the
communities receiving trees
are also given information
on important issues such as
grey water harvesting and
management, HIV/AIDS,
nutrition, food gardening
and gardening generally.
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Coinciding with Mandela Day, Trudon distributed
1 000 trees to the residents of Nellmapius, Gauteng,
answering the worldwide call to spend at least 67
minutes of their time doing something useful within their
communities, especially among the less fortunate.
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Programme reports
Trees for Homes

(continued)

Another innovative company is kulula which, through passenger support for its Project Green Programme,
raised R1 million. 6 870 trees were planted countrywide as a result of this contribution, from Tembisa,
Gauteng [3 000], and Mitchells Plain and Langa, Cape Town, to Parkgate and Mt Moriah in Durban. 1 000
of the Tembisa trees were planted in Arbor Month to help draw attention to the Climate Reality Project, while
500 trees are still destined for Parkgate in Durban ahead of the COP17 meeting.
kulula is also the supporter of the new mobi site, mytrees.mobi, which allows South Africans to measure their
carbon footprint and plant trees using their mobile phones.
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kulula, through its Project Green Programme, offset the
atmospheric carbon loads and greenhouse gases released
by its aircraft by planting 6 870 trees and bamboo

Our supporters
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(continued)

Among other companies that have made a significant difference is Audi four-year partnership with FTFA
to date has seen the planting of over 25 000 trees. The associated environmental, greening and climate
change education and awareness, for the same number of residents, is invaluable. This great green
partnership that is benefiting tens of thousands of residents and spreading environmental and climate
change awareness across South Africa will have seen 25 000 trees distributed by the end of 2012. Konica
Minolta has also provided significant support, with a further 7 500 trees donated this year. Noteworthy too is
the contribution of the Raith Foundation, which for the third year running has remained a staunch supporter,
ensuring that 5 122 trees were planted in 2011.
The Nashua Mobile project passed the R1 million mark in funds received from their paperless billing
campaign. 1 000 of these trees were planted in Soweto on 24 September in celebration of Moving Planet: A
day to move beyond fossil fuels.
Just Trees Nursery offset their emissions for the second year in a row by planting 1 274 trees in 2011.
In 2010, Comhousing began an initiative to add value to the low cost housing units they had built across
KwaZulu Natal. To date 14 600 trees have resulted and intensive awareness campaigns with the tribal
authorities and communities have taken place.
Furthermore, 270 trees were planted in Naledi, Soweto, to offset the carbon emissions from the second
Climate Change Leadership Awards event.
ABSA launched the innovative ABSA Green Vehicle
Finance offering, an environmentally conscious vehicle
finance solution which offers customers additional rebates
of up to 0.75% when they purchase passenger vehicles
with a carbon output of less than 120g/km. In addition, for
each vehicle sold, a tree is planted by ABSA on behalf of
the customer – 150 trees thus far.
WesBank’s innovative Tractors for Trees, where a
percentage of every new finance transaction goes towards
sponsoring trees and training, has resulted in 920 trees
being planted to date.
Whether it’s one tree or a thousand trees, each one makes
a difference, so FTFA invites everyone to offset their
carbon emissions by buying a tree for Trees for Homes.
For more information about this Programme, have a look
at our short video.

Trees for Homes Partners
and Sponsors
Click here for the names of all who have provided support.

In its 11 years, Trees for Homes
has seen the planting of more than
¾ million fruit or indigenous trees,
sinking 276 752.76 tons of CO2.
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The economic and environmental potential of bamboo is huge, making the Bamboo for Africa Programme
one of the most exciting developments in FTFA’s 21-year history. Established a little over a year ago, the
first plantings have taken place at Karatara in Western Cape, three schools in Ulundi and one in Mossel Bay,
as well as a project for 200 community members in Gauteng and a large biomass planting in Mpumalanga
underwritten by Eqstra Flexi Logistics. In this short period of time, more than 80 hectares of bamboo are
now in the ground, thereby opening the door to sustainable living to a considerable number of previously
unemployed individuals.
Bamboo is one of the most productive and fastest growing plants on the planet - the fastest-growing species
may grow up to 1.2 m a day. It is this unique growing capacity that makes bamboo a valuable sink for carbon
storage: a single bamboo clump can accumulate as much as 1.7 TCO2 over a seven year planning cycle.
This is the highest rate for any soil grown plant.
FTFA learnt in August that Bamboo for Africa had been registered under the international Verified Carbon
Standard. This is an international first and provides yet another cost effective opportunity for individuals and
companies to offset their carbon emissions.
Over and above carbon sequestration there is much more, however, that this amazing plant – the largest
grass on the planet - offers. It has 1 200 known uses so it’s not surprising that some 1.5 billion people
globally, mainly in poor rural areas, depend on bamboo for their daily lives, leading to bamboo being referred
to as the “poor man’s timber”.
With modern processing techniques, many of which are still quite new, bamboo can be transformed into
a variety of products that compete directly with wood products in price and performance. It has the added
advantage of preventing erosion and improving degraded soil.
As word spreads about the benefits of bamboo, FTFA has already been approached by some 300
communities asking to be part of the Programme. Fortunately, sponsors have begun responding as they too
have become aware of the hugely beneficial role that bamboo can play, both in uplifting the lives of South
Africa’s poorer communities and to sink carbon.
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Enthusiastic Ennerdale
community members
– despite the weather –
planting out bamboo in
a project sponsored by
kulula.com
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(continued)

In this regard, FTFA offers carbon offset opportunities at SAR75 per ton, noting that the cost per bamboo
plant is R90. For more information contact info@trees.org.za.
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The largest project undertaken to date has been funded by Eqstra Flexi Logistics towards their carbon offset.
An integrated bio-energy plantation of 60 hectares is being established, intercropped with cash crops. The
project is thus contributing towards sustainable food production, sequestrating carbon and, with the planting
of oil-bearing trees, bio-diesel fuel replacement will also be produced. The project, in partnership with RES
(Renewable Energy Solutions) is on Eqstra property in Mpumalanga: 60 community members are being
trained to take ownership of the project, supported by the Small Enterprise Development Agency and the
Department of Agriculture.
Among other sponsors already involved is kulula: thanks to passengers who contributed money every time
they flew, this funding was sufficient to plant 20 hectares. Bakos Brothers have already planted 3 hectares to
partially offset their carbon emissions for 2011.
For more about the Bamboo for Africa programme, click here or view our video.

Bamboo for Africa Partners and Sponsors
Thank you to all of our sponsors!
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This bamboo plant (species Bambusa balcooa)
will do much more than sequester carbon
dioxide. Because bamboo has so many uses,
it has huge potential to provide a sustainable
income for impoverished communities. It
needs to be noted that Bambusa balcooa was
chosen as it is a non-invasive plant, has been
naturalised in South Africa for around 300 years
and is approved by SANBI.
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Trees for All
Arbor Month in September is a highlight on the FTFA calendar. While FTFA treats every month of the year as
‘Arbor Month’, the tree planting events every September provide a particular focus on the vital role of trees in
our daily lives. With every event, FTFA creates awareness and educates communities at events at schools,
crèches, hospitals and communities across South Africa.
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The popularity of the Programme is obvious, with current requests from communities exceeding 100 000
trees. While FTFA was unable to meet every request, nonetheless great effort was expended during Arbor
Month, resulting in the distribution and planting of 16 683 trees – no mean feat in a matter of four weeks!
What remains inspiring is the support from individuals and companies.
Pick n Pay offset the travelling emissions for their annual branch manager’s conference by planting 1 098
trees. One of the 37 beneficiaries was Bhejani Primary School in Limpopo.
Crabtree & Evelyn contributed towards 1 100 trees as an offset for their 2011 carbon emissions. These trees
have been planted across South Africa at beneficiaries selected by FTFA - 24 schools and 10 community
based organisations benefitted from this carbon offset.
With support from other companies such as ABSA, Amalgamated Beverage Industries, Investec, Peermont,
Empire Toys and Stationary, Postwink Recycling Products, PKF Joburg Inc, Murray & Roberts, Impahla
Clothing, Konica Minolta, Eqstra Industrial Equipment, Giant Films, Willard Batteries, Pick n Pay and
FNB’s eBucks contributions, as well as numerous individuals, communities receiving trees are inspired to
start changing and caring for their dusty barren surroundings. As time goes on, the improvement to their
environment has the power to transform communities.

Mr Mashelo, environmental coordinator at
Bhejani Primary School, said that the parents
had requested the school to obtain indigenous
trees because their children needed to be taught
in a healthier and prettier environment. All the
school community was there to celebrate the
planting of 30 trees sponsored by Pick n Pay.

For more information about this Programme, click here to look at our short video.
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Trees for All Partners and Sponsors
Thank you to all of our sponsors!
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From barren earth to a
thriving garden – FTFA
plays a vital role in
helping communities
take pride in and care
for their environment
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The EduPlant Programme
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EduPlant, widely recognised as a leading schools’ development programme by government and schools
alike, now offers even more. For many years, one-day introductory workshops have been held every year for
educators around the country – in 2010 some 8 000 teachers attended. Now, after researching community
needs and with the agreement of FTFA’s funding partners (ABSA, Engen and The Woolworths Trust),
additional onsite school cluster workshops are underway, giving educators, parents, community members
and learners an opportunity to expand their food gardening knowledge and skills.
Four cluster areas have been chosen per province to host seven workshops each, creating a total of 36
clusters of schools. Over 60 schools have participated in some areas. By mid 2012, over 300 workshops will
have been held. A total of 6 000 participants and 2 600 schools have been reached through EduPlant 2011.
Workshop topics range from effective garden layout, to plant propagation and seed saving. In addition,
participating schools receive plant materials, seeds, trees and educational resources to help to make their
permaculture food gardens more sustainable.

Food Gardens for Africa

Among educational resources is the recently printed book Growing Green; it provides
step-by-step information on all aspects of permaculture food gardening, from creating
windbreaks and making berms and swales, to compost making and transplanting
seedlings. There is also a comprehensive section on the benefits of growing trees and
which species are most suitable, as well as guidance on how to start a nursery.

Trees for Homes
Bamboo for Africa
Trees for All

Because of the resources needed for this major initiative, it was decided to hold the
coveted EduPlant competition only every second year so schools will have more time to
prepare for the event in 2012.

EduPlant
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To get a glimpse of this amazing programme in action, see our video.

Sponsors

The major partners of EduPlant are ABSA, Engen and The Woolworths Trust.

Our supporters
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One important workshop topic is
illustrating the scarcity of water. A
demonstrator holds up a 1 1litre
bottle of water, a glass and a plastic
teaspoon. Participants are asked
to imagine that the 1 litre container
holds all of the Earth’s water: six
teaspoons full (30ml) are then
poured into the glass, representing
all of the planet’s fresh water. One
teaspoonful is removed from the
glass as being the only remaining
water that is not frozen at the ice
caps. Of this teaspoonful of water,
most of it is underground, or held in
the air as vapour - and so only one,
single drop of the teaspoonful is
left for human use. This sad fact is
greeted with gasps of astonishment.

Contact us

An FTFA community
educator demonstrates
best permaculture practice
to participants at one of
300 workshops being held
country wide in 2011/2012

Through EduPlant 2011 and 2012, more
people are receiving practical, handson training, enhancing the cascading of
permaculture food gardening knowledge
and environmental awareness and helping
communities to become more self-sufficient.
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FTFA and Climate Change
At its inception 21 years ago, FTFA worked on the premise that the real environmental crisis in this country
centred on people, uplifting quality of life and addressing climate change. Now FTFA’s Trees for Homes and
Bamboo for Africa programmes are VCS registered.
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FTFA and climate change
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Over the years, FTFA has played a significant role in creating awareness of the effects of climate change.
Added to that, over 4 million trees have been planted in disadvantaged communities throughout South Africa
- based on that number, these trees are sequestrating a very conservative 1 535 580.50 tons of CO2.
In 2006, FTFA developed the first ever South African carbon calculator. It is updated annually and is a piece
of open source software for anyone to copy and paste on their websites to encourage all to measure, reduce
and offset their carbon emissions.
FTFA has had many firsts in the climate change space. It was also in 2006 that FTFA conceptualised the
not-for-profit Carbon Protocol of South Africa. FTFA then founded the first Climate Change Leadership and
Climate Hero Awards, now in their third year.
The purpose of the Climate Change Leadership Awards (CCLA) is to recognise, reward and celebrate South
African businesses, community-based organisations and/or individuals who are taking the lead through
positive voluntary action in implementing activities related to combating global warming. Since climate
change is now a crucial international issue and unambiguous warnings about global warming have been
issued for a long time, the Awards have a vital role to play in encouraging and rewarding innovative solutions.
From the beginning, the CCLA has attracted support, with major sponsors being the South African Post
Office, Post Bank, Pick n Pay, the National Business Initiative and Amalgamated Beverage Industries. As
a LEAD SA initiative – LEAD SA being Primedia’s brainchild - radio stations such as Talk Radio 702 and
Cape Talk 567 are among the CCLA media partners, with Avis providing ground transport and kulula.com
sponsoring the air travel of winners and adjudicators.
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The SA Post Office is one of the major
sponsors of the CCLA. Post Office CEO
Motshoanetsi Lefoka and COO John
Wentzel handed winner Sarah Collins
her award.
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(continued)

Regulated by Carbon Protocol of South Africa, the CCLA is calling for nominations for 2012. Entries have
increased each year and according to CP’s Kevin James at the 2011 Awards, the judging panel was “blown
away by the depth and innovation of the initiatives undertaken in South Africa to fight climate change... South
African businesses, individuals and NGOs are leading the way towards a more sustainable future.”
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Dr Kumi Naidoo, the Executive Director of Greenpeace International and FTFA Board member, was the
guest speaker at the Awards ceremony, commenting, “... unless we get up and act today, we will not be
able to address the environmental challenges that we face, and we certainly will not be able to address the
devastating problem of climate change that is happening now.”
Click here for more information about the winners of the Climate Change Leadership Awards 2011 and how
to enter or nominate a leader or Climate Hero for the 2012 Awards.
It is only fitting that each CCLA event has been a carbon neutral event, with the menu locally sourced,
seasonal ingredients used and the wines organic. FTFA has planted trees in disadvantaged communities to
offset the carbon footprint generated by the event.
One more initiative - the brand new first in Africa mytrees.mobi was launched this year.

Bamboo for Africa
Trees for All
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Among the winners at the second
annual Climate Change Leadership
Awards held in March 2011 was Michael
Back (right) representing Backsberg
Estate Cellars in the category
Private Sector Agriculture and Food.
Congratulating him is Kumi Naidoo,
Executive Director of Greenpeace
International and FTFA Board member.
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Acknowledgments
Thank you to our partners, sponsors and supporters
Please note the donations recorded via the links in this Review are for the 2011 financial year, ie up
to 30 September 2011.
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We thank everyone who has supported us in the past year. By investing in a better environment,
food security and sustainable development, your contribution is helping to empower thousands
of disadvantaged South Africans while also playing a proactive role in the fight against climate
change.
Additional support comes in a number of ways, from Avis making vehicles available to FTFA for
its project officers, to the sponsors who made this annual review possible – Pie St Advertising and
Willard Batteries. Creating awareness of what we do is important and FTFA is deeply appreciative
of the ongoing support from the media.
In celebrating our 21st birthday, we look back with gratitude to the thousands of individuals and the
numerous companies, trusts and others whose support over the years has helped us to become an
effective and meaningful organisation. Each one of you has made a difference.
We still have much work to do in the years ahead and hope we can continue to rely on your
support. As an individual, you can help by, for instance, purchasing any of our products or practical
publications. FTFA’s website now also makes monthly donations easy.
At a corporate level, partnering FTFA in one or more projects has become an attractive social
responsibility investment, offering also opportunities for employees to become involved. Support
is also possible by, for example, purchasing FTFA memorabilia as gifts for clients or employees, or
sponsoring trees for employees.
If you would like more information, you are welcome to contact us directly or via our website.
FTFA also reminds you that it has exemption from taxes and duties as approved in terms of Section
18A of the appropriate Act. For any contributions made to FTFA, sponsors qualify for a tax rebate.
We have acknowledged our sponsors who have made a direct contribution to our Programmes
FGFA, TFH, TFA, Bamboo for Africa, but there are a number of other special sponsors to whom we
are indebted for their vital role in assisting us operationally.

Contact us

At a corporate level, partnering FTFA in one or
more projects has become an attractive social
responsibility investment, offering also opportunities
for employees to become involved.
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Acknowledgments
Volunteers
Our thanks also go out to the record number of volunteers and the interns who gave their time to
FTFA in the office and out at projects this year.
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Our office and administrative volunteers included Suzan Fulufhelo Ratshibvumo, Carla Faustino
Coelho, Soozi van der Linde, Sibusiso Maswanganye, Tracy Frayne, Lindsey Tainton, Asia Khan,
Cherry Gilgam, Koel Wrigley and Janelle Alford.
The following people volunteered in the field with FTFA Project Officers and Community Foresters,
planting trees and food gardens:

Cherry Giljam

Ann Hughes, Mpilo Sithole, Pumla Medela, Annelie Fredriksson, Andrew Gear, Keo Halenyane,
Tason Yisrael, David Read, Bali Sani, Philipp Kling, Alinda Lombard, Phumzile Mlangeni, Lee
Ehlers, Phello Gnjami, Hilary de Kok, Debbie Puttergill, Liam Schultz, Tanja Andron, Tarryn Blewett,
Ryan Dearlove, Colin Walker, Susan Makhathini, Dumisani Pelenta, Lise Pretorius, Joelene van
den Berg, Bronwyn Brown, Jackie Shields, Wilheminah Masego Moatshe, Kriya Hariram, Nicci
Barry, Jennifer Wyne, Lindie Wiese, Mxolisi Fakude and Anastansia Namululi Musana.
We’re looking forward to welcoming our first intern from Italy, Giorgia Tresca.

Bamboo for Africa
Trees for All

Snapshots of some of our dedicated volunteers

EduPlant

Cherry Giljam has relocated to Johannesburg from Cape Town, for a while anyway! While
a graphic designer by profession, her passion [apart from being a wife and mother] is the
environment. Cherry has been a big help to FTFA with all her assistance and photos.
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Emily Carnac

Emily Carnac is a Development Studies student who “wants to make a difference”. Her desire to
help others inspired her to volunteer and she chose FTFA because she felt it was the organisation
most aligned to her environmental concerns. Emily regards sustainable development and
education, in any form, to be of the utmost priority, especially now.

Sibusiso
Maswanganye

IT trained Sibusiso Maswanganye says, “I started volunteering with FTFA in 2008 as a
database administrator which entailed simplifying the operations database by converting multiple
Excel spreadsheet files into a structured MS Access database.” With experience in software
development, Sibusiso then designed custom ERP/CRM software specifically to meet FTFA
requirements. He is currently working on a new web-based ERP/CRM solution intended to address
accessibility issues and streamline all FTFA‘s operations.
Koel Wrigley is an Australian student from Monash University currently doing a ‘Study Abroad’
year in South Africa. In her final year of study, she is majoring in Geography and International
Studies. She says, “My passion is sustainable development as I believe unless we learn to use
resources more wisely, we will never be able to address issues such as Climate Change or the
need for poverty alleviation. I came to South Africa to see firsthand the challenges of development
rather than studying them from afar. I am undergoing a workplace internship as part of my degree
and FTFA was recommended to me by my lecturer. Through my volunteering experience with
FTFA I hope to learn more about the logistics of running a NGO, permaculture gardening and
disadvantaged communities in South Africa while contributing to the great work they do.”

Koel Wrigley

Next page
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R 50 000 and above
Audi
Since 2008, Audi’s sponsorship has contributed
to the planting of over 25 000 trees in Ekurhuleni
Metro and Olievenhoutbosch. Of these trees,
8 735 are being planted in Delft in the Western
Cape, Cosmo City and Nellmapius in Gauteng
and Pinetown in KwaZulu Natal. In addition,
Audi established a permaculture food garden at
Makgetse High School in Hammanskraal.
FTFA founder is now a proud Audi brand
ambassador and drives an eco efficiency start stop
TDI A4 vehicle.
Browns the Diamond Store
The Browns Plum Tree Project provides fruitbearing trees to low-income communities. A tree
is donated for each purchase from the Brown’s
Private Collection: 500 trees were planted this year.
Comhousing
Comhousing, an independent non-governmental
organisation, has changed its focus from
providing housing to disadvantaged communities
to now improving the environment in which the
beneficiaries of its housing developments live. To
this end, some 14 600 trees are being distributed.
Konica Minolta
Also a sponsor since 2008, Bidvest company
Konica Minolta South Africa has distributed 4 500
trees to communities in Polokwane, Kimberley,
East London, Port Elizabeth and Newcastle at
the beginning of 2011. A further 3 000 trees have
been sponsored for residents of Lotus Gardens,
Pretoria, Entokozweni, Nelspruit and Thembalethu
in George.

kulula
Kulula has raised R1 million via its Project Green
Programme. 6 870 trees have been planted so far.
MTN
MTN’s “21 Days of Y’ello Care” initiative donated
1 000 trees this year. MTN management initiated
the project several years ago to give all MTN
employees an opportunity to contribute towards
improving the welfare of their communities. It
has now become a prominent feature in MTN’s
calendar and is also one of MTN’s flagship
Corporate Social Responsibility programmes.
Multichoice
1 100 trees were distributed to Motherwell, PE and
Welkom in the Free State in September 2011 in
celebration of Arbor Month.
Nashua Mobile
Thanks to the success of Nashua Mobile’s ongoing
electronic billing project (FTFA receives R10 for
every customer who converts to electronic billing),
4 262 trees were planted this year, bringing the
total number of trees planted to 11 540 trees.
In addition, 146 unemployed people have been
trained and paid a stipend.
National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund
(NLDTF)
The (NLDTF) allocated R4 050 000 for 45 000
trees which have been distributed to residents of
low cost housing settlements across South Africa.
Over 600 residents of the beneficiary communities
have received training and stipends as community
educators.

Raith Foundation
The Raith Foundation’s ongoing support led to
the planting of 5 122 trees in 2011, with support
promised for the next three years.
Trudon
The donation by Trudon, the publishers of the
Yellow Pages, supported the distribution of 10 000
trees in all parts of the country.
Wesbank
The WesBank “Tractors for Trees” was launched
in the Agriculture Finance division of WesBank
in 2010. A percentage of every new finance
transaction goes towards sponsoring trees and the
training of community members for residents of low
income settlements across South Africa. 920 trees
have been planted to date.

Between R 10 000 – R 50 000
Absa
Backsberg Wines
Draftfcb/Old Mutual
Gauteng Tourism Authority
Shell Retail Charity Challenge

Up to R10 000
Dlamini Weil Communications
Radloff, Godfrey
Sexwale, Judy
SRK Consulting
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Coca Cola

Chairman’s report 2011

Coca Cola Shanduka has supported a community group
in Springs, helping them to establish a natural food
garden.

Programme report back

Consology

Bamboo for Africa

Shares received from Consology matured, giving FTFA
the opportunity to develop a model permaculture garden
at its Wendywood offices in Sandton, Johannesburg.
This way, employees get to “practice what they preach”
in communities and schools across South Africa.

Trees for All

Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands

Food Gardens for Africa
Trees for Homes
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The ‘Food for Thought’ project continues, with funding
this year providing 11 of the 15 remaining schools with
solid steel nursery structures and four of the schools
with basic propagation units. All the schools received a
week of nursery training, equipping them with important
seed propagation skills, crucial to the sustainability of the
projects.

Frank Golino

Long term support has been made available for
Galakwinstroom Primary School and shorter term
support for Lesodi Motlana Primary School. Both these
schools are extremely committed and have benefitted
hugely from this sponsorship.

ICMA

ICMA continues to support the Sincobile School project
which, by addressing sanitation and water issues,
education and permaculture, is transforming the lives of
learners and community members.

Murray & Roberts

Four of the original eight schools supported by the
company have received propagation units, ensuring
a constant supply of seedlings and bringing in some
additional income from seedling sales.

Nedbank

Nedbank has supported PSPs at two deserving projects
in Stilfontein and Ermelo, sponsoring training and
providing resources to establish a food garden.

Norman Wevell Trust

The Trust sponsored the establishment of a plant
propagation unit at the Helen Joseph Hospital. Being
able to prepare their own seedlings is helping the project
to become sustainable.

Pioneer Foods

The company continues to contribute to the development
of food gardens at Mafolofolo High School and Ratanang
community in Limpopo.

PPC Trust [Pretoria Portland Cement]

PPC has once again supported a food garden project
at Mangwana Day Care. This food garden will cater for
orphans and vulnerable children and help provide fresh,
healthy vegetable to the community.

Shell – Retail Charity Challenge
The proceeds from the Challenge benefitted the
community of Basadi Temong in the Free State
with the provision of a PSP 3 and 586 trees.
Shell South Africa

The Shell “Grow a Garden” project has moved into
Phase Two, with the implementation of 20 PSPs. The
selected schools are being assisted to start or develop
food gardens, enabling them to supplement the feeding
schemes.

Slow Food

FTFA has partnered with the Slow Food movement in
their “1000 Food Gardens in Africa” programme. Slow
Food funded the physical assessments of 50 projects,
enabling FTFA to determine the needs of these projects.

Between R 10 000 – R 50 000
Absa
African Solutions to African Problems (ASAP)
A Spring of Hope
Clover Mama Afrika
Empire Toys & Stationery
Eskom
FirstRand
General Motors
KFC Social Trust
Maxiflex Door Systems
Pride & Purpose
Public Enterprise, Department of
Riso Africa
Sasol
Scaw SA Pty Ltd		
Shell World Aids Day Workshops
Siyabhabha Trust of SACBC
Trudon
Tullow Oil
Wesbank

Up to R 10 000
Ambatha Clothing
ASAP
Blue Platinum Events		
Engen
Pukpewitz, Tony
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Over R50 000

Craig-Cochrane, Kerri-Lyn
Crichton, Robert
Crabtree & Evelyn
Cross, M
Crabtree & Evelyn did a carbon offset through
Crutchley, Sybil
CTICC
FTFA by planting trees all around the country in
CTP
rural and underserved communities.
Dassler, Diana
Davids, Janine
Impahla Clothing
Dunbar, Marion
To offset their carbon footprint for the year, the
Earthly Directions EcoPack
company planted over 600 trees in the Western
eBucks
Cape.
Ellis, Chyrice
Terrabyte Telecomms
Essa, Samoya
Pick n Pay
Essrich, F
Up
to
R10
000
Pick n Pay has an initiative which enables their
Extreme Scene
customers to contribute their loose change at
Abrahams, Adiel
Face Africa
the tills to FTFA – this enabled FTFA to plant 692 ABSA
Finn, Prof Stephen M
trees across the country. In addition, Pick n Pay
ACSIS Picture & Processing
First Rand Group
Afrisam
held a branch managers conference and offset
Fleishman-Hillard on
all their carbon by providing trees to communities Alexeew, Johannes
behalf of Nokia
Ambatha Clothing
on FTFA’s waiting list.
Food For Kids
American Shutters
Freedman, Richard
Amoils, C V
SA Post Office
General Motors
Gerber, Claire
The South Africa Post Office has again this year Artisco Events
Ash, Ian
GGSA
planted trees as a carbon offset through FTFA.
Baatjes, Britt
GiltEdge Travel
Each region is allocated a number of trees and
Baetsen, S
Ginger Stevens (Pty) Ltd
the post offices select the beneficiaries and
Ballim, Khalid
Graham Beck Enterprises
attend the tree planting event.
Beagle Watch Armed Response Grant Thornton
Beepan, Vinitha
Greenwood, Lorna
Willard
Behr, Ivan
Greig, Mark
Willard consistently donates trees towards Arbor Bergman, B
Hariram, Kriya
Month and encourages its staff to take part in
Biodanza
Hart, Ben
tree planting. Willard is planting over 1000 trees
Black Sheep Media / Samplex
Hartzenberg, Sue
with FTFA.
Blake, Peta
Hatch, N G
Blue Bean
Honkoo, Minouk
Blue Platinum
Imperial & Ukhamba
BNB Sure
Between R10 000 – R50 000
Info 2010/Imfinzelelo Tourism
Bordeianu, Liliana
Jacobs, Sandra
ABSA Geco
Broeze, F
Johnson, Brenda
ABI
Caffe Cova
Jurgensen, Kim
Ackerman Family Trust
Clickatell
Kaelo Consulting
Clientele Life
Blacklite Consulting
Kolb, Richard
Clouddog
Empire Toy & Stationery
Konica Minolta
Colour Corp
Kramer, D P
Eqstra Industrial Equipment
Conceptspark
Kramer, Sue
Fleishman-Hillard - Nokia
Giant Films
Imperial Logistics
Investec
Omage
Plantimex
Prime Cleaning Service
Rennies Travel
Russell and Associates
Sanire

Lambson, Lauren
Lancet Microbiology
Lang, Tristan
Lavery, Robin
Learn2Think (Pty) Ltd
Leveton, Marin
Lilienfield, R
Lindsey, Michelle
Lowe Bull
Marcus, Dr Louis
Marincowitz, Annica
Maseeha Begum, Mia
Mehta, Ushma
Miller, L M
Molenaar, HG
Moodly, Glynnis
Meles, PR
Meta4 Marketing
MHA Rose Village
Moksha Arch Design
Multichoice
Murray & Roberts
My School
National Renal Unit
Nolan, Reinhardt
Oberholzer, B
Oosthuisen, Melissa
Papersmith & Son (Pty) Ltd
Peermont Global
Penfold, P
Peninsula Beverage Co
Pereira, M
Peters, L
Phoenix Cleancare
Picture Processing
PKF
Postwink Recycling Products
Powerhouse Dict System
Pulp Books
Pupkewitz, Tony
Purple Plumm
Rael, Lee

Rawlings, Caryn
Rehman, Z
Relate Trust
Riesenburg
Robinson, Julia
Roedean School
Rotary Club Port Alfred
Roth, P
Rowe, Kelly
RSM Betty & Dickson (Jhb)
Sacred Heart College
SAFIC
Sappi
Savage, Stephen
Schwartz, Marika
Sharratt
Shina, Alon
Smith, Liesel
Snoodyk, Kate
Special Occasion Stationery
Strauss, Ryan
Synergy Freight
Tchelet, Yoav
Telkom
ten Hag, Thijs
The Protein Crunch
Timberlake
Ukhuni Business Furniture
van Der Walt, Patricia
van Dyk, Berty
Verilink t/a InfoSlips
Vesuvius
VH Timbers
Virgin Unite
Vodacom
VWSA
Uys, Linda
Wesbank
White, Jenette
Youth Discovery Programmes
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Bakos Brothers

The company has done a partial offset through FTFA for three years running and decided that for 2010 – 2011, this offset
would be allocated to the Bamboo programme. This has funded 723 bamboo plants for the Blue Disa Community Project in
Westonaria, Gauteng.

Eqstra Flexi Logistics
Overview
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To offset their carbon emissions and create employment, Eqstra Flexi Logistics have started a bio plantation on their premises
in Leandre, Mpumalanga. 60 community members have been trained and cooperatives created to assist them as they learn
to farm and manage their own piece of land as a business investment. For this pilot project, FTFA has partnered with RES
(Renewable Energy Solutions).
kulula.com – 20 hectares have been planted thanks to kulula.com and their customers - four hectares in the Western Cape
and in KwaZulu Natal, and 12 in Gauteng. This means 20 community members have been trained and given jobs through this
generous contribution.
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Cathay Pacific
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General sponsorships and donations 2011
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ABSA
Pick n Pay
SA POST OFFICE

Standard Business Memberships

Caffe Cova
Daniels, Peter
Petanque
Verilink t/a InfoSlips
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Individual Memberships
Kramer, D P
Tchelet, Yoav
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General and monthly donations
Agnessa
Agricultural Research Council
AVIS Rent-A-Car
Ballstraathof
Braid, Chantel
Consology
Continental Outdoor
Copyhouse
Crabtree & Evelyn
Creative Warehouse
DAFF
Doonholm Nursery
ENS

Finn, Stephen and Louis Marcus – tree donation
Fruitree
Grant Thornton
Groenvoer
Harris, Mary-Jane
Hayat Motors
Iclei [Kate Berrisford]
INM
KC Design
Knowledge Tree
LNV Embassy of the Kingdom of The
Netherlands

Loving Nature
Monticola Nursery
MTN
Nashua
Natural Balance
Odendaal, Attie
Office Plant
Radloff, Godfrey
September, Lyzzette & Gado
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FTFA is registered as a public benefit organisation:
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registration number 1991/00106108

Registered under Section 18A for tax relief benefits:
registration number 18/11/13/4520
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Patrons

<http://www.trees.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&amp;view=article&amp;id=84:about-us&amp;catid=37:about-us&amp;Itemid=71>

Board of Directors

<http://www.trees.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&amp;view=article&amp;id=84&amp;Itemid=71>

FTFA office contact details

<http://www.trees.co.za/index.php?option=com_smartformer&amp;Itemid=271>

FTFA staff

<http://www.trees.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&amp;view=article&amp;id=84&amp;Itemid=71>

Governance details – Bankers, Auditors

<http://www.trees.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&amp;view=article&amp;id=84&amp;Itemid=71>

Audited figures:

these will be found <http://www.trees.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&amp;view=article&amp;id=308&amp;Itemid=282>
on our web site as soon as they are available.
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Design by Pie St
Content compiled and edited by Creative Communication
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FTFA office contact details
Food & Trees for Africa
Tel: 011 656 9802
Fax: 086 547 1258
94 Bessemer Street
Wendywood
2144
PO Box 2035
Gallo Manor 2052
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